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JobPrepped’s program prides itself on being your quickest path to getting your first full-time marketing job and in making sure you
can effectively run successful marketing campaigns on your own. 

One of the main reasons our students get marketing interviews and hired so much faster is because we not only pre-train you for
Digital Marketing jobs by providing you with step-by-step training on how to set up, optimize, and succeed with pretty much every
digital marketing task you’ll be asked to do as a Digital Marketer, but we’re also the only program that immediately gives you
marketing work experience. Having the right marketing work experience is by far the #1 thing hiring managers look at when
determining who to interview/hire yet it’s often very hard to get the right marketing work experience you need. So, we looked at
5,000+ entry-level marketing job openings and designed our work experience section so you could immediately get the exact
work experience that companies are asking for. Now when you apply to marketing jobs, you’ll be able to show companies line-by-
line that you have the exact work experience they are requesting in their job requirements section so of course you’ll get hired faster,
by better companies, and for a better salary. 

All of your step-by-step Digital Marketing Training and 1-on-1 work experience will be with a former Fortune 500 Top-Level Marketing
Executive to ensure you finish our program thinking like a Digital Marketing Expert and so you’re able to implement successful
marketing campaigns on your own. 

We then of course help you with every aspect of the job application process. All of our Resume, Cover Letter, Linkedin/Indeed Profile
Optimization, and Marketing Interview Guidance was created by long-time Marketing Hiring Managers and long-time Marketing
Recruiters to ensure you present yourself as the ideal marketing candidate to companies. 

It’s because of this full-serviced approach why 

Program Overview
JobPrepped

94.3% OF JOBPREPPED STUDENTS GET MARKETING
INTERVIEWS OR JOB OFFERS WITHIN 3 WEEKS. 
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Top Rated Bootcamp By Students

Our students have gone on to work with
Airbnb, Google, Meta, TikTok, + More

Airbnb Google

Meta TikTok

Helped 3,000+ People Get Entry-Level
Marketing Jobs

Helped our students land 20+ different
types of marketing jobs across 40+
industries

JobPrepped

COURSE
REPORT

CAREER
KARMA

GOOGLE
REVIEWS



Get Job Offers
Much Faster, from
Better Companies,
and for a Better
Salary

JobPrepped

Take JobPrepped! It helped
me get 3 job offers before I
completed the program.
This program will teach you so much
about Digital Marketing in a short
amount of time and is 100% focused on
getting you a job as quickly as possible.

Rimah Alhulelah

11 out of 10 
I’d recommend JobPrepped! 
They helped me get a Marketing job at
an Ad Agency where I’m doing paid
social media for Airbnb! 

Queenie Li

As a career changer, 
if you want to get a great Marketing job,
I strongly recommend you take
JobPrepped's program as they helped
me get a great Digital Marketing job
within a month of starting their program.

Brian Royston

GREAT investment!
JobPrepped helped me quickly get a great
Marketing job and I learned more about
Digital Marketing through JobPrepped than
I did at USC. 

100% worth it.

Joshua Kim



JobPrepped

Who is JobPrepped for? 
Anyone seeking their 1st full-time
marketing job

Career changers

Anyone wanting to do freelance
marketing

Individuals trying to substantially increase
their salary value by becoming a Full-Stack
Digital Marketer

Traditional marketers who want to be
prepared for the digital future of marketing

Anyone in marketing or business that
wants to advance their career to higher
paying jobs

We’ve Got You Covered Every Step Of The Way!
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Business owners and their employees that
want to increase their sales



We Immediately Train You In Digital Marketing
in an On-Demand Setting How JobPrepped

Works 
Our Proven Program Works in 
4 Simple Steps

JobPrepped
STEP 1

We Give You Immediate Work Experience In
The Exact Areas Hiring Managers Want

STEP 2

We Help Perfect Your Marketing Resume, Cover
Letter, and Linkedin/Indeed Profiles To Ensure
You Get Interviews ASAP

STEP 3

We Train You On Exactly What To Say To Ace
Your Marketing Interviews

STEP 4
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Syllabus Overview
Once you enroll, you’ll gain immediate access to our program and can start right away if you’d like. Our program is 100% on-demand to
fit around your schedule. You can watch the marketing training videos as fast or as slow as you’d like depending on how quickly you
want to get hired. Once you have finished the training videos, you can then begin the work experience part of the program and this too
is 100% flexible around your schedule. All of the work experience is optional and there are 0 deadlines for any of these assignments. We
just wanted to give you a way to get immediate work experience in the exact areas Marketing Hiring Managers want the most for your
resumé as this is the #1 thing hiring managers look at when determining who to hire as you likely already know.

JobPrepped

Getting You Interviews And Job Offers Faster

Understanding And Creating A Buyer Persona

Social Media Marketing

Email Marketing

PPC Marketing (Paid Ads)

SEO Marketing

Resumé + Interview Guidance Lecture

Work Experience
Work Experience #1: Social Media Marketing
Work Experience #2: Email Marketing/Automation
Tools/Getting People To Convert Into Customers
Work Experience #3: PPC Marketing
Work Experience #4: SEO Marketing

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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What You’ll Learn
6 core sections and within these
sections you’ll learn: 

JobPrepped

Social Media Marketing
Email Marketing
PPC Marketing (Paid Ads)
SEO Marketing
Search Engine Marketing
Influencer Marketing
Content Marketing
Branding
Analytics
Lead Generation
Marketing Automation Tools
and Software
Digital Marketing Strategy

You’ll learn how to:
Create an entire digital marketing strategy across
Social Media, Email, Paid Ads, SEO, SEM and more

Quickly get in front of your target audience online
and earn their trust by creating the right content
they want to see

Grow your social media followers and increase
engagement via in-depth data analysis

Drastically improve a company’s lead generation
funnel by turning social media followers and
website visitors into email subscribers so you can
convert them into paying customers faster

Run Pay-Per-Click Ad Campaigns via social media
so you can quickly help a company bring in more
sales by reaching new audiences and retargeting
website visitors

Run Search Ads so you can help companies get
sales from people that are already searching
Google for products or services they offer

Make your website appear on page 1 of Google for
free via SEO for people that are searching for
answers, products, or services that your company
can help them with

Create highly effective email campaigns to
convert your email subscribers into paying
customers
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Analyze data so you can double down on
what’s working best so you can help a
company grow much faster and bring in more
customers. 



All marketing efforts must start by truly understanding who your potential buyers are. We’ll
train you on exactly how to do this so you fully understand who they are, where they are
spending their time online, what their pain points are, and what is the best way for you to
market to them to ensure you can easily get companies in front of the right people at the
right time.

JobPrepped

The Importance of Creating the Right Buyer
Personas

Perfecting your Buyer Persona
Using Buyer Personas effectively

Creating Step-by-Step Effective Buyer Personas

Creating a Buyer Persona from scratch
Creating a Buyer Persona from data
Competitor analysis
Finding your buyers
Understanding your buyers
Communicating with your target audience
effectively

06

1 Buyer Persona



Social media marketing isn’t just about gaining followers and likes. Successful Social
Media Marketing is all about building brand awareness and turning your followers into
paying customers as paying customers is ultimately what businesses care about most.
We’ll show you exactly how to help companies grow a following and more importantly
make money from social media marketing with our step-by-step training. 

JobPrepped

Step-By-Step Instructions on How to Succeed
With Social Media Marketing

Setting up your accounts 
Optimizing your accounts 
Acing your Unique Selling Proposition
Competitor analysis
Creating a Social Media Strategy that converts
Creating content that converts
Growing your following 
Increasing your engagement 
Turning followers into paying customers
Software to maximize your results

Key Social Media Platforms for Digital Marketing 

Choosing the right platforms
Key stats and demographics
Understanding the Buyer’s Journey stages
Key terminology
Key data you need to monitor

Perfecting a Company’s Branding

Key components for brand consistency
Identifying holes in the market
Audience Research
Perfecting Your Unique Selling Proposition
(USP)
Brand voice/tone
Tracking brand mentions
Social listening

Perfecting a Business’ Social Media Pages

Best Social Media Account Practices
Perfecting their Meta (Facebook), Instagram and
LinkedIn profiles
Consistent Branding
Analyzing a company’s niche
Creating the right type of content
Setting up content calendars
Growing your following
Turning followers into paying customers
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2 Social Media
Marketing

Creating Data-Driven Audiences and Campaign
Insights

Serving Your Ads to the Right Audience
Building Audiences from scratch
Building Audiences from Data
Meta (Facebook) Tools and Analytics 
Instagram Tools and Analytics
LinkedIn Tools and Analytics
Data Analytics and Key Metrics to Follow



JobPrepped

Growing an Audience + Increasing Engagement Faster

Strategies on how to grow quickly
Creating Partnerships and a Community
Creating high-performing Image + Video Content 
Perfecting your copywriting for more conversions
Hashtag Research and Usage 
Create high-performing Meta (Facebook) content 
Create high-performing Instagram content
Create high-performing LinkedIn content
Measuring Organic results
Software to maximize your results

Grow with Influencer Marketing

Influencer Marketing Strategies
Running Profitable Influencer Campaigns
Finding Influencers
Picking the RIGHT Influencers
Legal Disclosures when working with influencers
Influencer Platforms 

Creating and Optimizing Social Media Paid
Campaigns for Great Results

Step-by-Step Campaign Set-up
Paid Ads Strategies
Meta (Facebook) and Instagram Business Manager 
LinkedIn Campaign Manager 
Determining which Ad Type is best for you
Creating high-performing Ads
Creating high-performing copy
Optimizing Ads

Get More Leads and Convert Them Faster

SMART objectives
Lead Generation Strategies
Lead Scoring
Understanding where your Lead is in the Marketing
Funnel 
Lead Generation Software
Keeping your leads organized
Lead Generation Trends and Benchmarks
Effective Content Types for Lead Generation
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JobPrepped

The Importance of Email Marketing Building Your Email List Faster

Inbound Email Collection Strategies
Outbound Email Collection Strategies
Optimization strategies for more email
lead generation

Email Marketing Strategies that Convert

Determining the right types of emails you
need to send
Frequency of emails
Mapping out your email sequence
Sending the right email at the right time
Moving leads through the marketing
funnel
Converting bottom-of-the funnel leads to
customers

Succeeding With Email Marketing
Automation

Benefits of Automation Tools
Setting up Automated Email Workflows 
Important Workflows to increase revenue

Increasing Effectiveness of Email
Campaigns

Increasing Delivery Rates
Best practices
Software to maximize your results
Optimizing your email lists

Key data to know
Main advantages
Turning emails into customers
Legal Compliance and Data Protection

Email
Marketing

Email Marketing is an incredibly important part of turning leads into paying customers and we’re
going to show you step-by-step how to succeed with Email Marketing. Email Marketing provides
one of the best Returns on Investment of any Marketing type and with the invention of Email
Marketing Automation Workflows, we’re going to train you on how to create highly effective
converting email marketing funnels.

Testing and Optimizing Email Campaigns
for Better Results 

Creating the right Benchmarks
Test components 
A/B Testing 
Key Performance Indicators to monitor
Optimize Open and Click Through
Rates 
Mobile Optimization 
Bounce Rates and Unsubscribes 
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Creating High-Performing Emails 

Creating emails that convert
Email Copywriting and Design
Subject Lines  
The Buyer’s Journey alignment 
Wording that converts
Using the right tone
Using psychology with your copy
Call-to-Actions (CTAs) 
Using the right designs that convert
Using images properly 
Timing
Mobile Responsiveness
Segmentation for personalization



PPC
Marketing

Pay-Per-Click (Paid Ads) is an incredibly important part of Digital Marketing as it allows you to
immediately get a company in front of their target audience. We’ll provide a step-by-step training
on how to set up your Paid Ad Campaigns on Google, Meta (Facebook), Instagram and LinkedIn,
how to get your ads in front of the right audience, and how to optimize for more conversions to
ensure you get the best return on investment possible.

JobPrepped

Search Campaign Management 

Advertising Budget Management 
Keyword Planner
Bidding strategies
Profitable keywords
Campaign Optimization
Keeping your funnel organized

Measuring Your Paid Search Campaigns

Key Performance Indicators (KPI) to
monitor 
Strategies to maximize Return on
Investment
Conversion Tracking 
Success Metrics 
Google Ads Measurement 

Step-by-Step Instructions on Setting Up
and Executing PPC Campaigns

Using Paid Search (Google Ads) for Faster
Results

Paid vs. Organic Search
Using Search Engines to your advantage
Paid Search benefits
Key data to know

Creating Profitable Paid Search Campaigns
with Google Ads

Setting up Search Ads in Google Ads
Manager 
Using Search Ads strategically
Creating campaign goals
Choosing the right campaign goals
Paid Search Keyword Research
Perfecting the copywriting and ad
Using psychology to create high
performing ads
Landing Pages

Determining the right platform for your
ads
Setting up ads in Google, Meta
(Facebook), Instagram, and Linkedin
Using data to create the perfect
audience for your ads
Paid Ads Strategies
Bidding strategies
Perfecting the copywriting
Creating great video/image ads
Landing pages
Software to help you execute

Creating and Optimizing Social Media PPC
Campaigns for Great Results

Step-by-Step Campaign Set-up
Paid Ads strategies
Meta (Facebook) and Instagram Business
Manager 
LinkedIn Campaign Manager 
Determining which Ad Type is Best for you
Creating high-performing Ads
Creating high-performing copy
Optimizing Ads

Creating Data-Driven Audiences and
Campaign Insights

Serving your Ads to the right audience
Building Audiences from scratch
Building Audiences from Data
Meta (Facebook) Tools and Analytics 
Instagram Tools and Analytics
LinkedIn Tools and Analytics
Data Analytics and Key Metrics to Follow10
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SEO and SEM helps make sure your company’s website shows up when
people are searching Google for answers, products, and/or services that
your company offers. Our step-by-step training will teach you tons of
strategies on how to get a company’s website to show up on page 1 of
Google searches so that you can help companies get more customers ASAP. 

JobPrepped

Step-by-Step Instructions to Succeed with
SEO and SEM Campaigns

Understanding How To Get the Most From
SEO and SEM

Paid vs. Organic Search
Keys to SEO and SEM Success 
Understanding Search Engines for
marketers
Common Searches to target
Analyzing and succeeding with SERP
(Search Engine Results Pages)
Aligning SEO and SEM with your
business’ objectives

Targeting the Right Keywords for an
Effective SEO and SEM Content Plan

Strategic Keyword Research
Short vs. Long Tail Keywords 
Keyword Research Software
Competitor Keyword Analysis
Creating the right content for each
keyword
Creating an effective SEO and SEM
strategy based on data

SEO and SEM strategies for success
Succeeding with Keyword Research
Guarantee you’ll rank on page 1 with
SERP Analysis
Writing The Best Performing Content For
Your Market
Maximizing the effectiveness of your On-
Page SEO
Optimizing your Content for maximum
results
Promoting your Content for visibility and
tons of traffic

Creating SEO Content and Gaining More
Traffic

SEO Audit 
Data Analysis on which content type to
create
Competitor Data Analysis for easy SEO wins
SERP Analysis
Creating Blog Content that converts
Creating Blog Content that gets a lot of
traffic
On-page SEO Optimization 
Backlinks
Blog promotion
Outreach campaigns

Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
& Search Engine Marketing (SEM)

Measuring SEO and SEM Performance 

Software to maximize your results
Traffic Sources 
SEO/SEM Metrics you need to watch 
Success Measurement 
Competitor tracking for easy SEO/SEM
wins

11
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Creating great content is becoming more and more important in raising brand awareness, building
an online community, becoming a trusted authority in your industry, and ultimately in converting
people into customers. We’re going to teach you with step-by-step instructions how to create
great content for all parts of the marketing funnel (Social Media, Email, Paid Ads, and SEO blogs)
so you can help businesses grow faster. 

JobPrepped

Importance of Content Marketing and
Strategy

Content Research and Finding
Opportunities

Brand mentions
Social Listening
Competitor Content Analysis
Analyzing your content
Software to maximize results

Creating Highly-Effective Content

Content Types, Formats, and Pillars
Content Software and Tools 
Content ideas
How to create high-performing content 
How to go viral
Branding
Personalizing your content
Content Lead Generation
Lead Magnets

Developing Content Marketing Plans for
Each Area of Digital Marketing 

Content strategies that leads to sales
Determining the right goals for each area
of Digital Marketing
Aligning your Content and Business
Goals
Creating/Understanding your Customer
Personas 
Content Topics
Content Calendar 
Content Management Systems

Why Content Marketing is important
How to create high-performing content 
Types of Content for each area of Digital
Marketing
Aligning your content with the Buyer’s
Journey 
Managing comments 
Content Marketing Strategy

Content
Marketing

Publishing and Getting Eyes on Your Content 

Where to post your content
Scheduling your content and tools to help
Cross Promotion
Content Promotion strategies 
Backlink strategies
Collaboration strategies

Measuring Content Performance 

Key Metrics
Data tracking
How to optimize based on metrics
Developing a strategy based on metrics

12
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JobPrepped

Analytics
Understand industry benchmarks and the most important KPI’s (Key
Performance Indicators) that hiring managers want you to know. Learn
all the lingo, how to track these, and most importantly, strategies to
improve these numbers so that you can show the hiring manager the
impact you’ll bring if hired.

We’ll discuss all the KPI’s that you should be focused on in each area of
Digital Marketing so that you can better determine what your target
audience likes, dislikes, and ultimately what type of strategies and
content is making them convert into customers the fastest for the best
Return on Investment (ROI) possible. 

Through the power of this data, you’ll be able to quickly double down on
what digital marketing strategies are working the best so that you can
work much more efficiently while producing better results. 

Lead
Generation

Show hiring managers that you know the most up-to-date effective
strategies to collect potential customers’ email addresses via optimized
social media tactics, running paid social media ads, running search ads,
via website forms, through lead magnets, via giveaways, through blogs
and more. 

Lead Generation is 1 of the most sought after talents in new hires and
we’ll make sure you know every high-performing strategy you need to
know across all areas of Digital Marketing so that you can quickly help
companies get more leads at a fraction of the cost.

We’ll not only teach you how to automate lead generation and marketing
campaigns using automation software so you can show hiring managers
how efficient you can make their marketing run, but we’ll also discuss all
the main tools and software that companies want you to be familiar with
as well such as: Google Ads, Google Analytics, Google Search Console,
Meta (Facebook) Business Manager, Linkedin Ads Manager, Canva,
MailChimp, Sprout Social, HubSpot, Ahrefs and much more.13
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9 Marketing Automation
Tools/Software



JobPrepped

Digital Marketing
Strategy

Learn 100+ high-level digital marketing strategies guaranteed to impress your
hiring manager and make them see the immediate impact you’ll bring if hired.
These high-level strategies are usually discussed amongst CEO’s and Marketing
VP’s; not entry-level marketing candidates. This is a big reason why JobPrepped
students get hired so quickly.

We train you on how to think strategically and provide Step-By-Step How-To
Guides to ensure you know exactly how to create and implement high-performing
marketing campaigns across all the key areas of digital marketing so that you can
get companies in front of their target demographic quickly and move leads
through the marketing funnel efficiently into customers for the best Return on
Investment (ROI) possible. 

We’ll train you on how to strategically set up and optimize your campaigns by
showing you how to research your market including your buyers, your potential
customers, and your competition which are all incredibly important aspects when
creating a cohesive digital marketing strategy.

14
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We’ll train you on how to position your brand, what types of content to
create depending on your goals, how to get in front of your target audience,
how to turn your audience into email subscribers/leads, important data to
pay attention to, how to create an omnichannel experience via high-
performing digital marketing strategies, and how to set up and optimize your
customer’s journey through the marketing funnel so that you can help
companies bring in more paying customers. 

We make sure you have both a macro and and micro understanding of how
all these different marketing channels play off one another by providing
step-by-step instructions so you understand all aspects of digital marketing
and how to execute your campaigns effectively on your own.



Digital Marketing
Certifications

JobPrepped

Social Media Marketing

Email Marketing

PPC Marketing

SEO Marketing

Search Engine Marketing

Lead Generation

You’ll get 7 of the most In-Demand Certifications
as part of JobPrepped’s Program

Content Marketing

15



Work Experience Part of the Program
JobPrepped is the only program to give you real world marketing work experience immediately. Work experience is the #1 thing hiring
managers look at in determining who to hire and you’ll now be able to give hiring managers the exact marketing work experience they’re
asking for line-by-line in their job requirements section to help you get hired faster, by better companies, and for a better salary.

JobPrepped

How The Work Experience Works:
Once we’ve fully trained you with our on-demand training videos, you’ll then be
able to work 1-on-1 (remotely) with a former Fortune 500 Top-Level
Marketing Exec. where you’ll immediately put your training to use and complete
Social Media Marketing, Email Marketing, PPC Marketing, SEO Marketing, Lead
Generation, Data Analytics, Content Creation, and Copywriting tasks for
JobPrepped as a Digital Marketing Associate. All assignments are 100%
optional, there aren’t any deadlines, and this all goes under your work
experience section of your resumé.

Unlike internships where the work you’re assigned is solely based on what the
company needs (and where it’s often the same unimportant tasks over and over
again), our company’s main focus is getting you hired as fast as possible.
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In order to achieve this, we don’t focus on what we need done as a company
but rather, we focus on giving you the exact work experience you need to get
hired fastest. The optional work assignments that we give you are not
simulations as you’ll actually be creating marketing content/marketing
strategies (Social Media, PPC, Email/Lead Generation, SEO and more) for our
company so that you can list under your Work Experience section of your
resume that you have the exact real-world work experience that companies are
asking for. Just like when you start a marketing job at a company, we’ll give you
an overview of our company, target demographic, their pain points, what works
well for them etc. and then we’ll give you assignments and you’ll create the
marketing content/strategy. 



Most entry-level marketing applicants have work experience in 2-3 of the 4
main areas of digital marketing (Social Media, Email, PPC, and SEO
Marketing). Our students on the other hand have work experience in all 4 of
these areas (as well as with Lead Generation, Data Analytics, Content
Creation, Copywriting and in using Marketing/Lead Generation Automation
Tools).

It’s because of all of this work experience that JobPrepped immediately
gives you why

JobPrepped

Our former Fortune 500 Top-Level Marketing Exec. will then go over your
assignments with you via a 1-on-1 call (if you’d like as all assignments are
optional) and detail what you did well and where you can improve to ensure
that you are fully ready (and then some) to provide great results for a
company.

These will be the exact same types of marketing assignments you’ll get once
you’re hired (and then some) and by the end of our program, you’ll be able to
show on your resume under your work experience section that you have
work experience in Social Media Marketing, Email Marketing, PPC Marketing,
SEO Marketing, Lead Generation, Data Analytics, Content Creation, and
Copywriting which is way more than 99% of your competition can say for
entry-level marketing jobs. 

17

94.3% of our students are able to
get marketing interviews or job

offers within 3 weeks. 



JobPrepped

Assignment #1
Social Media Marketing
In this optional assignment, you’ll create a social media marketing plan based on
market and competitor research. You’ll then create image posts, video posts, handle
all the copywriting and design for these posts as well as figure out which hashtags to
use for optimal performance based on your hashtag research. You’ll create all aspects
of this campaign from start to finish to ensure that you have experience with all
aspects of social media marketing that hiring managers want you to have. We’ll of
course give you step-by-step instructions on how to successfully execute every
aspect of this campaign. By the end of this assignment, you’ll now know how to
confidently run a social media campaign from scratch and you’ll be able to confidently
pitch high-level strategies during your interviews on exactly what you’ll do to
maximize a company’s social media marketing campaigns if hired.
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Created a brand awareness campaign via social media content
marketing
Created several different content types for the company’s social
media account
Repurposed content to expand the company’s social media and
online presence in an efficient way
Developed a hashtag strategy to improve the company’s content
reach on social media
Created social media content that went viral and received x likes
and x shares
Analyzed successful social media accounts within niche to ensure
best engagement when creating content
Created image posts, memes, and infographics for social media
based on competitor research
Designed social media content using Canva and Meme Generators
Conducted “Trending” research to ensure social media posts get
the best engagement possible
Utilized social media channels and group pages to increase brand
awareness

By the end of this assignment, you’ll be able to add to
your work experience section of your resume: 



JobPrepped

Assignment #2 

In this optional assignment, you’re going to use advanced automation tools to create
an email marketing campaign from scratch that adjusts in real time based on the way
leads interact with your emails. You’ll gain work experience on how to get leads to
purchase from your company by showing you how to properly sell your product via
automation tools when your leads have taken certain actions that suggest they are
interested in purchasing from your company. 

You’ll create an automated email workflow with if/then triggers and you’ll create the
emails from scratch as you’ll be responsible for both designing the emails as well as
handling all the copywriting. You’ll be in charge of creating enticing subject lines,
determining which Call To Action to use, and implementing an email marketing
strategy on where you want to drive your email subscribers with each email as part of
your email automation campaign to get your hot leads to convert into paying
customers as fast as possible. You will use psychology best practices when creating
your email marketing content and strategy to ensure you can convert leads into
customers as quickly and efficiently as possible. We’ll of course show you step-by-
step exactly how to do all of this to ensure you leave this assignment fully capable of
running successful email campaigns on your own and so that you can confidently
pitch email marketing strategies in your interviews showing how you can use
automation tools and psychology to convert leads into paying customers faster. 
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Designed an Email Automation Workflow for bottom of the funnel
leads within Mailchimp
Designed an Email Automation Workflow via Mailchimp to decrease
conversion time for hot leads
Optimized the company’s email marketing using segmentation to
make the emails address customer pain points more effectively
Designed email templates to make the marketing campaign more
aesthetically pleasing for better brand image
Created and optimized an email marketing automation workflow
with If/Then triggers to optimize leads through the marketing funnel
Optimized the email copy and subject lines to improve conversion
rates
Created several forms of content for the company’s email marketing
plan to more effectively guide leads through the marketing funnel

By the end of this assignment, you’ll be able to add to
your work experience section of your resume: 

Email Marketing/Automation
Tools/Getting People To Convert Into
Customers (Overview) 



JobPrepped

Assignment #3

In this optional assignment, you’ll be creating an entire PPC ad campaign from start to
finish. You’ll be in charge of market research so that you can create the most
optimized audience possible that you want your ad being shown to. You will then
create the audience based on this research. You will conduct market research on
competitors to see what types of ads are performing well and then you will be
responsible for creating several different ad types including a video ad and a text ad
so that you can gain work experience on all aspects of ad creation from design to
handling all of the copywriting. From there, you will also create a landing page which
is where people who click on your ad will be taken. You’ll gain experience designing
the landing page from scratch and creating all of the wording (copy) for it using the
training we’ve given you to ensure it converts at the highest rate possible. We’ll of
course show you with step-by-step instructions exactly how to set up and create
successful PPC campaigns every step of the way. You’ll get work experience in all of
the most important PPC areas that hiring managers value the most which will really
make you stand out from the competition as most entry-level marketing applicants
don’t have any of this work experience as companies almost never trust entry-level
people with PPC.
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PPC Marketing
By the end of this assignment, you’ll be able to add to
your work experience section of your resume: 

Created PPC lead generation campaigns on multiple social media
platforms
Created an optimized landing page to increase conversions for PPC
campaigns
Created Targeted Audiences for PPC ads to optimize the
company’s ROI on their Ad Spend
Created optimized copy for landing pages and PPC ads to increase
conversion rates
Designed a top-of-the-funnel video ad for social media platforms



JobPrepped

Assignment #4

In this optional assignment, you’ll be working on several areas of SEO for both on-
page SEO and off-page SEO to try to get your work product (blog) on the 1st page of
Google. You’ll conduct market and competitor research using software. You’ll be
responsible for keyword research and Search Engine Results Page (SERP) Analysis.
You’ll design an SEO strategy and then work on your copywriting by creating a blog
article for the right target demographic that you think will be able to rank high in
Google and get a lot of traffic. Finally, you’ll conduct a bit more market research using
software to help you create a promotion strategy so that your blog can be seen by as
many people as possible and rank as high as possible. We’ll of course show you step-
by-step how to do all of this so that by the end of this assignment, you’ll feel
incredibly confident handling all the core tasks when it comes to SEO Marketing and
be able to confidently pitch tons of strategies in your interviews on how you can
quickly grow companies from an SEO standpoint. 
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SEO Marketing Performed competitor analysis, keyword research, and SERP
Analysis for inbound marketing blog efforts using Ahrefs
Created blog article content based on extensive Ahrefs research
and optimized it for SEO purposes
Created an effective blog promotion strategy via backlinking, social
media, online publishing platforms, working with other publishers,
and via content syndication
Designed a backlink strategy based on competitor analysis, website
traffic, quality of traffic, and likelihood that we’d be able to acquire
backlinks based on Domain Authority
Increased website traffic via inbound marketing tactics including
blog and infographic creation
Established partnerships with industry experts to help further the
company’s online presence

By the end of this assignment, you’ll be able to add to
your work experience section of your resume: 



Created a brand awareness campaign via social media content marketing
Created several different content types for the company’s social media account 
Repurposed content to expand the company’s social media and online presence in an
efficient way
Developed a hashtag strategy to improve the company’s content reach on social
media
Created social media content that went viral and received x likes and x shares 
Analyzed successful social media accounts within niche to ensure best engagement
when creating content
Created image posts, memes, and infographics for social media based on competitor
research
Designed social media content using Canva and Meme Generators
Conducted “Trending” research to ensure social media posts get the best
engagement possible
Utilized social media channels and group pages to increase brand awareness 
Designed an Email Automation Workflow for bottom of the funnel leads within
Mailchimp
Designed an Email Automation Workflow via Mailchimp to decrease conversion time
for hot leads
Optimized the company’s email marketing using segmentation to make the emails
address customer pain points more effectively
Designed email templates to make the marketing campaign more aesthetically
pleasing for better brand image 
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By the end of our program, you'll be able to put all of the
below in your work experience section of your resumé:

Created and optimized an email marketing automation workflow with If/Then triggers to
optimize leads through the marketing funnel
Optimized the email copy and subject lines to improve conversion rates
Created several forms of content for the company’s email marketing plan to more
effectively guide leads through the marketing funnel
Created PPC lead generation campaigns on multiple social media platforms
Created an optimized landing page to increase conversions for PPC campaigns
Created Targeted Audiences for PPC ads to optimize the company’s ROI on their Ad
Spend
Created optimized copy for landing pages and PPC ads to increase conversion rates
Designed a top-of-the-funnel video ad for social media platforms
Performed competitor analysis, keyword research, and SERP Analysis for inbound
marketing blog efforts using Ahrefs
Created blog article content based on extensive Ahrefs research and optimized it for
SEO purposes
Created an effective blog promotion strategy via backlinking, social media, online
publishing platforms, working with other publishers, and via content syndication 
Designed a backlink strategy based on competitor analysis, website traffic, quality of
traffic, and likelihood that we’d be able to acquire backlinks based on Domain Authority
Increased website traffic via inbound marketing tactics including blog and infographic
creation
Established partnerships with industry experts to help further the company’s online
presence

Work Experience

JobPrepped
Digital Marketing Associate



JobPrepped

How To Get The Most Out of Your Course and Get Hired Fastest
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Getting You Interviews and Job Offers Faster
As soon as you enroll, we immediately help you with every aspect of the application process. All of our Resume, Cover Letter, Linkedin/Indeed Profile
Optimization, and Interview Guidance was created by long-time Marketing Hiring Managers and long-time Marketing Recruiters to ensure you present
yourself as the ideal marketing candidate to companies. Take out the guesswork of applying to jobs as we’ll tell you exactly what to do at every stage.

Advice - Where Should I Be Applying?

Ultimate Marketing Resume Guidance
How to properly sell yourself on your resume
Which work experience to add and which to leave out
The specific order your work experience needs to be in 
Exactly how your work experience should be phrased and formatted
How to get past the ATS System
How to spin your past work experience/hobbies into big selling points
And More

Ultimate Marketing Interview Guidance
We’ll give you 100+ high-level marketing strategies you should pitch during your
interview so you feel confident and sound incredibly knowledgeable. 
We’ll show you how to properly prepare for a marketing interview by looking at
their current marketing plan
We’ll show you the exact questions they’ll likely ask and how to properly answer
them
And more

Ultimate Marketing Cover Letter Guidance
We show you exactly what to write for your Marketing Cover Letters to ensure you
stand out and give Marketing Hiring Managers exactly what they want so you can
get more interviews and job offers. 

Optimizing Your Linkedin/Indeed Profile + Maximizing LinkedIn For
More Opportunities

We optimize all aspects of your Linkedin and Indeed profiles so more Hiring
Managers/Recruiters find you
Show you how Recruiters/Hiring Managers find people 
Provide the exact keywords to help you show up in more hiring
managers/recruiters' searches 
Provide example language for your “Experience”, “Tagline”, and “About” section
and more to ensure you get more hiring managers and recruiters to reach out to
you about job openings

Get More Marketing Hiring Managers/Recruiters To Reach Out To You
(using our large network)

We promote you to our Large Worldwide Network of Marketing Hiring Managers
and Recruiters
We help drive Hiring Managers and Recruiters to your LinkedIn/Indeed Profiles and
Resume so you start getting more interviews and job opportunities

https://jobprepped.com/topic/get-more-marketing-hiring-managers-recruiters-to-reach-out-to-you/


How Will I Learn?
JobPrepped

Our program is 100% self-paced and on-demand to give you ultimate flexibility to
ensure our program fits around your schedule so you can advance your career faster.
Even the 1-on-1 work experience portion of our program where you can work with a
former Fortune 500 Top-Level Marketing Executive is self-paced and you’re able to
pick times that work for you if you’d like 1-on-1 calls going over your assignments. 

Self-Paced

On-demand

1-on-1 help from a former Fortune 500
Top-Level Marketing Executive

Bite-sized step-by-step trainings

Real world work experience so you can apply what
you’ve learned and add this work experience under
your work experience section of your resume

Desktop, tablet, and mobile friendly 
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Digital Marketing
Training 
+ Get You Hired Program



Social Media Marketing 
Email Marketing
PPC Marketing
SEO Marketing
Search Engine Marketing
Lead Generation 
Data Analytics
Content Marketing
Copywriting
Marketing Automation Tools 
Digital Marketing Strategy

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

What’s Included 
In Your Program

JobPrepped

On-Demand Training Videos

1-on-1 Work Experience Feedback
from a former Fortune 500 Top-Level
Marketing Exec.

Resume + Interview Guidance & Lecture

100+ Marketing Interview Tips and
Strategies

Ultimate Digital Marketing Step-by-Step
Guide (500+ pages)

Marketing Career Guidance

Total Flexibility + Get Access Immediately

Linkedin/Indeed Profile Optimization Guidance 
Cover Letter Guidance

7 Digital Marketing Certifications

Get 28 Bullet Points of Work Experience
In All Of The Below:
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Digital Marketing Career Landscape
JobPrepped

The digital marketing field encompasses various positions to help grow the brand and consumer
base of a business. Here’s a shortlist of the most common types of digital marketing roles
(we’ve helped our students get jobs in 20+ different digital marketing roles including all the
below):

SEO Specialist
Inbound Marketer
Growth Hacker
Content Marketing Manager
Marketing Assistant
Marketing Coordinator

Typical Digital Marketing Job Titles Industries We’ve Helped Our Students
Get Digital Marketing Jobs In
Digital marketing is used across all industries and we are proud to say that we’ve
helped JobPrepped students land jobs across 40+ industries including Tech,
Product, Retail, Fashion, Health, Film, Education, Automotive, Beauty, Sports,
Travel, Food and Beverage and many more. 
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Social Media Marketer 
Social Media Manager
Social Media Coordinator
Digital Marketing Specialist
Digital Marketer
Email Marketer
Paid Ads Specialist

Companies like hiring JobPrepped students because they know you’ve been trained 1-on-1 by a
former Fortune 500 Top-Level Marketing Exec. and our graduates learn full stack marketing
where you’ll know how to do all aspects of digital marketing and can dive into any of these roles
immediately. 



JobPrepped

JobPrepped’s program is meant for anyone that wants to learn Digital Marketing/get
Marketing Work Experience so you can get hired for Marketing jobs faster, upskill to a better
job for better pay, or so you can start or grow your business/side-hustle faster. 

JobPrepped’s step-by-step hands-on training is different from what you’ve learned in
schools and in certification courses as we don’t focus on Marketing Theory where you
complete the program having an idea of how things work but don’t actually know how to
implement marketing campaigns by yourself but rather, we focus on exactly what you’ll be
assigned to do in digital marketing jobs to grow a company, what software you’ll need to use,
show you how to do it with step-by-step instructions, and then let you apply the training
we’ve given you using a real company so you can prove that you’re job-ready and can
immediately help companies grow so you get hired faster. 

Is this course meant for me? Stop getting rejected for not having enough of the right marketing work
experience companies want. We’ll pre-train you for these marketing jobs by
giving you step-by-step training (not wasting time on teaching you theory)
so that you know exactly how to do the job and then we’ll give you the exact
work experience companies are asking for while you work 1-on-1 with a
former Fortune 500 Top-Level Marketing Exec. so you get hired faster.

Changing careers can be difficult because you don’t have much work experience
in the marketing field. JobPrepped takes care of that issue by giving you step-by-
step Digital Marketing Training so you’re pre-trained for marketing jobs and by
giving you the real world marketing work experience you’re lacking immediately so
you can change careers more easily. We’ve helped cashiers, salesmen, admin
employees, HR employees, Dentists, Pharmacists, and more switch careers to
Digital Marketing so don’t spend another day feeling stuck at a job you don’t love
as life is too short for that. 

FAQ
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For those trying to get your First Marketing job 

Changing Careers To Marketing  



JobPrepped

Looking to Upskill for better jobs and pay?

The more marketing work experience you have and the more ways you can help a
company bring in money, the more you’ll be worth to companies. We’ll help you do
just that by transforming you into a Full-Stack Digital Marketer so you can now
help companies grow in every aspect of their marketing campaigns and by giving
you the exact Marketing work experience that companies want the most. Stop
waiting years at your job to get the experience you need to level-up. We give it to
you immediately while giving you 1-on-1 help from a former Fortune 500 Top-Level
Marketing Exec.

Since our entire program is taught via step-by-step digital marketing instructions,
you’ll be able to simply take all of our former Fortune 500 Top-Level Marketing
Exec’s top strategies that he’s teaching you and immediately implement these
digital marketing campaigns on your own company so that you can get in front of
much more potential customers faster and more easily so you and your company
can make more money. We’ll even teach you tons of cool digital marketing hacks
designed for scrappy small businesses and start-ups so you can compete with the
bigger companies.

College Students 

Stop getting rejected for not having enough of the right marketing work
experience. Skip the cover letters/hundreds of applications to only get an
internship/job where they have you do data-entry and fetch coffee. Instead, get
step-by-step Digital Marketing training directly from a former Fortune 500 Top-
Level Marketing Exec. and get the exact real world marketing work experience
companies want you to have so you can get your dream internship or job much
faster and accelerate your career. 

Sales Employees 

With the advancement of technology, sales are moving more and more inbound
and digital marketing is replacing more and more sales jobs each year. You need
to make sure you understand how the new age of lead generation & automated
personalized outreach works so you don’t just work smarter, but so you can also
grow your career by improving the sales team’s efficiency.
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Want to start or grow your business/side-hustle?



JobPrepped

Once you’ve finished the training videos, we’ll then give you your optional assignments via email just like it will be done
once you’re hired. From this point on, all our interaction will be exactly the same as if you were an employee so that you
get the real world experience.

How does the 1-on-1 feedback work?

We’ll send you your first optional assignment. You can decide if you want to do this
assignment or you can move to the next assignment if you’d like as we just want to
make sure that you can get the exact work experience your resume needs asap! If
you decide you want to do the assignment, simply use the step-by-step guidance
our former Fortune 500 Top-Level Marketing Exec. provides at the bottom of each
assignment to help you stay on track in order to create the best marketing content
and campaigns possible. 

We’ll provide the timeframe on how long most bosses will expect this to take. This is
purely for your own knowledge as all assignments are 100% optional and there are 0
deadlines. You can complete some assignments in as little as 30 minutes and you
can spend much longer (4+ hours) on other assignments if you wish. The timeframe
for how long you spend on each assignment is totally up to you and how much work
you want to put into it and how perfect you’re trying to make something.

1. Receive Your Assignment

Once you finish your assignment, you will email our former Fortune 500 Top-Level
Marketing Exec. your work product just like you would at a job. He will coach you on
how to be succinct with your bosses when submitting work assignments as there is a
right way and a wrong way to do this and we want to make sure your bosses love you
from day 1.

2. Submit Your Assignment

After you’ve submitted each assignment, you’ll be able to schedule a 1-on-1 video call (or
phone call if you prefer) with our former Fortune 500 Top-Level Marketing Exec. at a time
that works for you. He will review your work product with you, discuss what you did well
and how you can improve for better results, and he’ll discuss digital marketing strategies
on how you can get the most out of marketing campaigns. You’ll be able to ask questions
during these calls and he will also ask you questions about the content and your strategy
to help steer you in the right direction just in case your strategy could improve. This is
exactly what he does for employees and you will thus, already be completely job trained
for the positions you’re applying for.

3. Our former Fortune 500 Top-Level Marketing Exec. Will Review and Provide Feedback
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JobPrepped

If your work is really good, and you’ve given us permission, we will post it and of
course give credit to you so you can show employers.

If your work is good but doesn’t quite match the content we need for our site and
our social media accounts, we still strongly encourage students to put this work in
their portfolio so that they can show employers their work product and the working
experience they’ve gained. Regardless of if we use your material on our site, you will
of course still be able to state on your resume that you’ve gained this work
experience as a Digital Marketer under JobPrepped in your work experience section
of your resume. 

4. Publication

Once we’ve fully trained you with our on-demand step-by-step training videos in Social
Media, Email, PPC, SEO Marketing and more, you and our former Fortune 500 Top-
Level Marketing Exec. will work 1-on-1 where you’ll put your training to use and you’ll do
Social Media, Email, PPC, SEO, Content Marketing, Lead Generation, Data Analytics,
and Copywriting tasks as a Digital Marketing Associate for JobPrepped. All assignments
are 100% optional and there aren’t any deadlines.
 
Unlike internships where the work you’re assigned is solely based on what the company
needs (and where it’s often the same unimportant tasks over and over again), our
company’s main focus is getting you hired as fast as possible and making sure you can
run great marketing campaigns effectively on your own. In order to achieve this, we
don’t focus on what we need done as a company but rather, we focus on giving you the
exact work experience you need to get hired fastest. The optional work assignments
that we give you are not simulations as you’ll actually be creating marketing
content/marketing strategies (Social Media, PPC, Email/Lead Generation, SEO and
more) for our company so that you can list under your Work Experience section of your
resume that you have the exact real-world work experience that companies are asking
for. Just like when you start a marketing job at a company, we’ll give you an overview of
our company, target demographic, their pain points, what works well for them etc. and
then we’ll give you assignments and you’ll create the marketing content/strategy. Our
former Fortune 500 Top-Level Marketing Exec. will then go over it with you on a 1-on-1
video call and detail what you did well and where you can improve to ensure that you
are fully ready (and then some) for your next job.

How does the work experience part of the
program work?

Each work experience has several assignments within it and by the end of our program, you’ll
have an absolutely stacked resume when it comes to your work experience (you’ll gain 28 bullet
points of the most in-demand marketing work experience). For example, in our PPC assignment,
you’ll be instructed to create an audience within a social media platform that you want your ad
to be targeted for, you’ll make a video ad, an InMail ad, do all the copywriting, and finally create
a Landing Page which is where your ad will direct people to. You will receive 1-on-1 feedback on
every work experience assignment from a former Fortune 500 Top-Level Marketing Exec. to
ensure you know exactly how to make great marketing content and run successful marketing
campaigns. All assignments are 100% optional and there are 0 deadlines. 

How many assignments per work experience?
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Our program is self-paced to fit around your schedule. If you’re in a hurry to get hired, you
definitely can finish all of our training videos and gain all of this work experience in under 2
weeks or if you’d like to take your time, you’ll have a total of 3 months where you can spread
this all out. It’s whatever works best for your schedule as the amount of time our program will
take to complete really depends on how quickly you want to get hired as we allow you to
move as fast or as slow as you want.
 
The training part of the program is a total of 25 hours and it’s all on-demand so you can
watch these over the span of a couple of days if you’re in a hurry to get hired. Once you’ve
finished the training videos, that’s when you and our former Fortune 500 Top-Level
Marketing Exec. will work 1-on-1 together where you will

How long does the program take to
complete?

These will be the exact same types of marketing assignments you’ll get once you’re
hired (and then some) and by the end of our program, you’ll be able to show on your
resume that you have work experience in Social Media, Email, PPC, SEO, Content
Marketing, Lead Generation, Data Analytics, and Copywriting which is way more than
99% of your competition can say for entry-level marketing jobs. It’s because of all of
this work experience why 94.3% of our students are able to get marketing interviews or
job offers within 3 weeks. 

put your training to use and gain work experience by doing Social Media, Email, PPC,
SEO, Content Marketing, Lead Generation, Data Analytics, and Copywriting as a Digital
Marketing Associate with JobPrepped. All of this work is 100% optional and you can
spend as much or as little time on these assignments as you want as there aren’t any
deadlines as the main purpose for these assignments is to give you the exact work
experience you need so you can get hired faster. You’ll get 1 work assignment in Social
Media, 1 in Email/Lead Gen/Automation Tools, 1 in PPC, and 1 in SEO and within each of
these marketing work assignments, you’ll be instructed to do several things. For
instance, in our PPC assignment, you’ll be instructed to create an audience within a
social media platform that you want your ad to be targeted for, you’ll make a video ad,
an InMail ad, handle all the copywriting, and finally create a Landing Page which is
where your ad will direct people to.
 
Some of our students’ main goal is to get all of this work experience on their resume
asap so they can get hired asap and therefore move very quickly on the assignments
and only spend a few hours per assignment. We also have other students that want to
create really great work product and have something they are really proud of so that
they can use it in their portfolio and these students can spend quite a bit more time per
assignment.
 
At the end of the day, our program’s main focus is on getting you hired as fast as you
want so you ultimately decide how quickly you want to move through the training
videos and how much time you want to spend on the work assignments. We are
perfectly fine if students want to move quickly through our program as we understand
how important it is to get hired quickly. 
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What options are there for people who
work full-time?
Our program is 100% self-paced and flexible around your schedule so it doesn’t matter
if you’re working full time or not working at all. All of our training lectures are on-
demand so you can watch them at any point. When it comes time for the work
experience part of the program, this is all remote and there aren’t any deadlines so you
can take as much or as little time as you’d like on these. You’ll also be able to choose
when you want to have 1-on-1 calls with our former Fortune 500 Top-Level Marketing
Exec. if you want feedback on these work experience assignments to ensure that too
fits around your schedule. 

You’ll have access to our training videos and the ability to submit your work product for
feedback for 3 months from the date you enroll.
 
You’ll get to keep our Ultimate Digital Marketing Step-by-Step Guides (500+ pages) and
we strongly suggest keeping this guide close to you once you start your job as these
are the exact step-by-step processes you’ll be using to achieve amazing results at your
job. Plus, there are tons of strategies in this guide so you can constantly pitch new
strategies at your company that’s going to make you loved. 

How long do I have access?

You are fully supported by a former Fortune 500 Top-Level Marketing Exec. from the
moment you join JobPrepped. Unlike other digital marketing bootcamps, you will never
be sent to a customer service rep or a less experienced digital marketer.

Whenever you have a question, you will always get an answer from our former Fortune
500 Top-Level Marketing Exec. and Founder of JobPrepped, Joseph Blanco. 

What support do you offer students
during the program?
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Why are there limited spots?
Our former Fortune 500 Top-Level Marketing Exec. personally works with each student
and provides 1-on-1 calls during the Work Experience part of the program where he’ll go
over your work product and discuss how you can improve among other things. Since
we never want to send you to someone less experienced than a Fortune 500 Top-Level
Marketing Exec., we limit our class to 50 people per month to ensure he can provide
this 1-on-1 expert help to each of you. 



JobPrepped

What countries do we serve?
We’ve helped people from all over the world get digital marketing jobs. Regardless of
if you’re in the US, Europe, Canada, India, Australia, Mexico, or anywhere else in the
world, we’ve helped our students get marketing jobs as the digital marketing + lead
generation we’re training you in is highly transferable regardless of what country
you’re in. 

Are there any prerequisites?
This is a beginner-friendly program without any prerequisites. We make things very
easy to understand with our step-by-step training so you’ll be able to get a marketing
job faster regardless of if you have a marketing degree/background or not. With that
being said, 80% of our students have a college degree and 15% of our students are in
college. The other 5% that take this program don’t have a college degree and don’t plan
on getting one. With that being said, a lot of employers still require a Bachelor’s degree
for these roles (but that tide is changing more and more each year to putting more
emphasis on your work experience over a degree). It doesn’t need to be a Bachelor’s
Degree in Marketing as we’ve helped college grads of all degree types get into
Marketing without a problem. 

Does the program come with written
materials?

Ultimate Digital Marketing Step-by-Step Guide (500+ pages) 
A step-by-step process for each area of digital marketing (Social, Email, PPC,
and SEO) so that once you’re in your job and you’re asked to do something, you
can simply refer to this guide rather than having to rewatch any part of our
training videos. These are the same step-by-step instructions that our former
Fortune 500 Top-Level Marketing Exec. gives his employees to complete digital
marketing assignments. Also, this means you can just sit back and watch our
training videos as note taking isn’t necessary.

Ultimate Marketing Resume Guidance Document
JobPrepped’s Marketing Resume Template
Ultimate Cover Letter Guidance
Ultimate Marketing Interview Guidance Document
Optimizing Your Linkedin Profile + Maximizing LinkedIn For More Opportunities
Optimizing Your Indeed Profile
Advice On Where To Apply
How To Network Properly To Get Your First Marketing Job

Yes. You will get our:
 

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
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Can I put JobPrepped on my resume?
Yes, you 100% should state us on your resume in your work experience section. You
can state that you were a Digital Marketing Associate with JobPrepped.



JobPrepped

Contact Us
If you have any questions at all, please don’t hesitate to ask
your questions on our website’s chat or email our Founder
and your Digital Marketing Trainer 

Joseph Blanco at joseph@jobprepped.com
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Ready to Enroll? 
You can enroll on JobPrepped’s homepage (jobprepped.com)
and as soon as you enroll, you’ll get immediate access to the
program and we’ll begin to help you right away. 

Spots are limited to 50 students per month.

https://jobprepped.com/
https://jobprepped.com/
https://jobprepped.com/
https://jobprepped.com/
https://jobprepped.com/
https://jobprepped.com/
https://jobprepped.com/
https://jobprepped.com/
https://jobprepped.com/

